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A Thought Experiment

You are examining a PhD thesis or refereeing a paper

You turn the page and read the following output…



A Thought Experiment

A logistic regression model of some data from 

The Youth Cohort Study of England and Wales (1997)



A Thought Experiment

The outcome is passing 5+ GCSEs at grades A*- C 

The explanatory variables are

Gender, Ethnicity and Parental Social Class

n = 19,216

















The final set of results looked highly plausible.

Alarmingly the results were produced on data 
that are completely fabricated!





Connolly, Paul. "The effects of social class and ethnicity on gender differences in GCSE 
attainment: a secondary analysis of the Youth Cohort Study of England and Wales 1997–
2001." British Educational Research Journal 32.1 (2006): 3-21.







A BLACK BOX

Lack of access to the research code 
that produced the research output

Command files
Syntax files

.do Stata files
R scripts

.sps SPSS files
Jupyter notebooks





A BLACK BOX

???

[ How was NVivo used ]



A BLACK BOX

Historically lack of space in 
paper journals



A parchment or other writing
surface on which the original 
text has been effaced or 
partially erased, and then 
overwritten by another 

palimpsest, n. and adj.
Pronunciation: Brit. /ˈpalᵻm(p)sɛst/ , U.S. /ˈpæləm(p)ˌsɛst/

A parchment or other writing surface

on which the original text has been 

effaced or partially erased, and then 

overwritten by another; OED





capture drop t03cat
gen t03cat = .
replace t03cat = 0 if (t0examac2==0)
replace t03cat = 1 if (t0examac2>=1)&(t0examac2<=4)
replace t03cat = 2 if (t0examac2>=5)&(t0examac2<=14)
tab t03cat, missing

label define t03catll 0 "none" 1 "1-4" 2 "5+"
label values t03cat t03catll

* first model mlogit

svyset [pw=t1weight]

svy:mlogit t03cat ///
cohort93 cohort95 cohort97 cohort99 cohort01   boys  ///

black indian pakistani bangladeshi oasian other ///
rented ohouse ///

mumonly dadonly ohh ///
gradpar ///
nssec11 nssec12 nssec2 nssec4 nssec5 nssec6 nssec7 ///

,baseoutcome(1)

estimates store mlogit1

****************************************************************************



capture drop t03cat
gen t03cat = .
replace t03cat = 0 if (t0examac2==0)
replace t03cat = 1 if (t0examac2>=1)&(t0examac2<=4)
replace t03cat = 2 if (t0examac2>=5)&(t0examac2<=14)
tab t03cat, missing

label define t03catll 0 "none" 1 "1-4" 2 "5+"
label values t03cat t03catll

* first model mlogit

svyset [pw=t1weight]

svy:mlogit t03cat ///
cohort93 cohort95 cohort97 cohort99 cohort01   boys  ///

black indian pakistani bangladeshi oasian other ///
rented ohouse ///

mumonly dadonly ohh ///
gradpar ///
nssec11 nssec12 nssec2 nssec4 nssec5 nssec6 nssec7 ///

,baseoutcome(1)

estimates store mlogit1

****************************************************************************



Reproducing Results

‘today it’s impossible to verify most of the computational results that 
scientists present at conferences and in papers’
The Yale Law School Roundtable on Data and Code Sharing (2010: 8) 



Sharing Research Code

Sufficient information to enable other researchers to 

understand 

evaluate 

build upon the work



Sharing Research Code

Sufficient information to enable other researchers to 
understand, evaluate and build upon the work

Enough information for a third party to reproduce (i.e. 
duplicate) results without needing to get additional 
information from the authors



Sharing Research Code

Sufficient information to enable other researchers to understand, evaluate 
and build upon the work

Enough information for a third party to reproduce results without needing 
to get additional information from the authors

Required by Science, Am. Econ. Rev., Econometrica, Rev. Econ. Studies

500 journals signed up to the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) 
Guidelines



Some Existing Examples of Code Sharing in 
Social Stratification Research

Harry Ganzeboom
http://www.harryganzeboom.nl/index.htm

Don Treiman
https://ccpr.ucla.edu/dtreiman/

Paul Lambert
http://www.camsis.stir.ac.uk/

Kim Weedon
http://www.kimweeden.com/research/occupations/

http://www.harryganzeboom.nl/index.htm
https://ccpr.ucla.edu/dtreiman/
http://www.camsis.stir.ac.uk/
http://www.kimweeden.com/research/occupations/


“Show me your working out”

Show me  Trust me



“Show me your working out”

The Royal Society's motto ‘Nullius in verba’ (take nobody’s word for it)



Duplication

Step 1

Work can be duplicated if sufficient information is made available 
which ensures consistent results can be produced using the same data 
and the same analytical techniques



Replication

Step 2

A replication study can ‘duplicate’ the original work….

But can also further test the robustness of the original work by 
employing new or additional data (or measures) and alternative data 
analysis techniques



Connolly, Paul. "The effects of social class and ethnicity on gender differences in GCSE attainment:
a secondary analysis of the Youth Cohort Study of England and Wales 1997–2001.

" British Educational Research Journal 32.1 (2006): 3-21.

Duplication

100 lines of code (Stata syntax) to enable the data 

I know the YCS very well and know Stata

Barrier to duplication



Replications





Why bother?

• Improves transparency - don’t just trust me – I will show you

• Allows others to understand, evaluate, and build upon the work

• Checks on accuracy

• Facilitates incremental development (and comparative work)

Are we serious about what we do?
(Edinburgh University’s mission is the creation, dissemination and curation of knowledge)



http://www.asanet.org/press-center/press-releases/journal-health-and-social-behavior-publish-corrected-version-study

The Horror of a Retraction…

The authors of a March 2015 Journal of Health and Social Behavior (JHSB) 
study, "In Sickness and in Health? Physical Illness as a Risk Factor for Marital 
Dissolution in Later Life" (2015, 56(1):59-73), have retracted the article. 

There was a major error in the coding in their dependent variable of marital 
status. The conclusions of that study should be considered invalid. 

A corrected version of the article will appear in the September 2015 issue 
of JHSB.





Private Reproducibility to Public Reproducibility

A small step from private reproducibility 
could lead to a giant leap for public reproducibility



Levels of Reproducibility

1. Unreproducible

2. Reproducible with Effort

3. Completely Reproducible



Levels of Reproducibility

1. Unreproducible

Gayle, Vernon. "The determinants of student loan take-up in the United Kingdom: 
another gaze." Applied Economics Letters 3.1 (1996): 25-27.



Levels of Reproducibility

2. Reproducible with Effort

Connolly (2006) reproducible once effort is put in



Levels of Reproducibility

3. Completely Reproducible





Gayle, V. and Lambert, P.S., 2007. Using quasi-variance to communicate 
sociological results from statistical models. Sociology, 41(6), pp.1191-1208.

Full companion website http://www.restore.ac.uk/Longitudinal/qv/
can be used to reproduce the work in both Stata and SPSS

http://www.restore.ac.uk/Longitudinal/qv/


Ottoboni, K., Boring, A. and Stark, P., 2016. Student evaluations of 
teaching (mostly) do not measure teaching effectiveness. ScienceOpen
Research.





Data Analysis
Statistical Methods
Reproducible Research

Computer Science
e-Research
Machine LearningEngineering 
The text demonstrates how your own 

text will look when you replace the 
placeholder with your own text.









Things we should do immediately

• Deposit annotated scripts that a THIRD PARTY can use to completely 
duplicate ALL the results included in the published work 

• Clearly state the data source (and release)
• Clearly state software used including versions, libraries and 

dependencies (even seeds)
• Include all the script needed for data enabling
• Deposit well annotated code books (detailing variables)
• Check that a THIRD PARTY can genuinely duplicate the work



Things we could do

• Be clear about ‘all’ the work you did rather than just the work that has 
been reported

• Provide a justification of the micro-actions undertaken
minor recodes
variable choices (using wQFACHI not wQFEDHI)

• Peer programming (one player on the ball one player off the ball) ??

• More internal checking within research teams



ht
tp

:/
/ju

py
te

r.o
rg

/ http://jupyter.org/



Open the BLACK BOX

Routinely sharing 
research code





Vernon Gayle
Professor of Sociology & Social Statistics
University of Edinburgh
vernon.gayle@ed.ac.uk
@profbigvern

©Vernon Gayle
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